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Abstract
Post-blast residual bearing capacity of columns is a crucial issue for the assessment of progressive collapse risk on multi-storied buildings.
In this paper, experiments of small-scale near-field detonation on reinforced concrete columns are
presented, during which pressure loadings and dynamic displacements are measured. Post-blast residual bearing capacities of the columns are also measured by quasi-static compressive tests up to failure.
Experimental results show gradual transition from global to local damage, but strongly non-linear loss
of capacity with stand-off distance reduction.
Numerical simulations are performed to simulate both blast and compressive tests. First, the complex dynamic loading and response of the columns can only be correctly reproduced thanks to detailed
dynamic 3D fluid calculation, performed with OURANOS code [26], and comprehensive concrete
behavior description with PRM model [29], implemented in ABAQUS-Explicit. Then, low loading
rate calculations with ABAQUS-Explicit can reasonably restitute the quasi-static response of blastdamaged columns under increasing compressive load.
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1 Introduction
Reinforced concrete (RC) columns are one of the most important load-bearing elements,
especially in high framed buildings. If one of them were intended to fail under blast load,
the entire structure may progressively collapse if the construction has no sufficient alternate load path. Evaluating the residual capacity of blast damaged columns thus appears to
be a crucial issue for the prediction of the overall post-blast resistance of a building.
Although they are useful for design engineers, simplified methods based on single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) analysis from blast-resistant design guidelines [1] are limited in
the case of close-range detonations on stand-alone structures. 3D analysis of both the blast
loading and the structural response can provide a better understanding of these
configurations.
An extensive experimental work has been carried out to understand the behavior of RC
columns since 1950’s. Many researchers investigated the effects of slenderness, eccentricity
of axial loading, or confinement and ductility produced by lateral reinforcement.
As described in [2], a column can fail because of either reaching the ultimate strength of
the materials constituting the cross-section or an instability due to second-order effects. Columns with low slenderness are prone to fail by cross-section overload. For such failure, it is
assumed that the longitudinal reinforcement of the section supports a part of the axial load up
to a maximum load defined by either the buckling [3] or the plastic [4] capacity of the bars.
Core concrete resistance can be enhanced by the passive confinement of transverse reinforcement, resulting in an increase in strength and deformation capacity of the columns [5–7].
However, concrete crushing under compressive load has been considered to be responsible
for size effects reported in experimental investigations: capacity and ductility of the column
are reduced when specimen size increases [7, 8].
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More recently, investigations on the effect of blast loading on RC columns were conducted. The complex failure mechanisms were identified and three different failure modes are
commonly reported [9–12]: flexural mode with plastic hinges formation, shear mode with
diagonal cracks and potential longitudinal bars breaking-off, and localized mode (concrete
spalling, cratering, crushing and possible direct shear failure).
However, nor the maximum deflection commonly used in SDOF analyses, neither the visualization of final damage patterns does allow meaningful estimation of overall damage. A
more relevant criterion, proposed in [12], is based on the residual axial load-carrying capacity
of the column. This criterion has the advantages to be directly related to the main structural
functionality of the column and to be independent to the blast damage mode(s).
This approach, which requires to perform post-blast compression analysis, has been
adopted in several numerical studies [12–15], but more rarely in experimental works [3, 11,
16]. Furthermore, even if the numerical and experimental maximal strengths are successfully
compared on undamaged columns [17–19], there is a lack of comparison on residual strength
of blast-damaged columns.
The present study focuses on experimental and numerical investigations of the residual bearing capacity of RC columns after close-in detonation. This work was initiated within the SPIRIT
Project of the 7th Framework Program of the European Union [20]. A numerical procedure was
proposed to simulate the behavior of blasted structures and to estimate their residual bearing
capacity in a generic high-rise building [21]. As in other works [12–15], a parametric study was
also performed to extract an analytical formula quantifying the column’s damage level as a
function of columns’ dimensions, concrete strength, charge mass and standoff distance.
A first experimental program was then carried out on small-scaled RC columns and
numerical simulations showed the capacity to catch different concrete damage mechanisms
[22]. Further experimental work was performed with an improved set up, allowing the
application of a service axial load to the column prior to the blast [23]. These experiments
are presented here, together with quasi-static compressive tests performed on blast-damaged columns. Numerical simulations are also presented which simulate both blast and
compressive tests.
2 EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Experimental setups
2.1.1 Column specimen
Tested columns are described on Fig. 1a. Geometrical dimensions are 100 x 100 mm2 of
square cross section, 1000 mm in length and 10 mm of concrete cover thickness. Longitudinal reinforcement consists in four 8 mm diameter bars. Transverse reinforcement is
insured by 6 mm diameter stirrups, spacing every 50 mm near columns ends and 100 mm
in between. Traction tests were performed on longitudinal bars to determine yield stress,
ultimate strength and strain, respectively equal to 561 MPa, 665 MPa and 18%. Concrete
with standard compressive strength from 25 to 30 MPa is used. The concrete mixture,
called “R30A7”, was defined and tested for several years by CEA-Gramat and researching
partners [24, 25].
2.1.2 Blast tests
Blast tests experimental setup is presented on Fig. 1b. For test, three columns are positioned
120 degrees from each other, around a few hundred grams of spherical explosive charge hold
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Figure 1: Experimental setups (a) Column dimension and reinforcement details; (b) Blast
tests; (c) Post-blast uniaxial compressive tests.
on 30 cm above ground. Top ends of the columns are simply supported whereas bottom ends
are fixed in rigid steel caps. A vertical axial load close to 60 kN (service ratio of about 20%),
is applied by a pneumatic jack to one of the column. Standoff distances from charge center to
front face of the columns varied from 10 to 18 cm.
Instrumentation consisted in linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) recording
horizontal displacements of the column’s rear face at different span heights, pressure sensors
measuring the incident blast pressure and the applied pressure on column’s front and a load
sensor checking the axial load applied by the jack.
2.1.3 Post-blast uniaxial compression tests
Uniaxial compression tests experimental setup is presented on Fig. 1c. The damaged columns
were positioned in the uniaxial compressive testing machine and loaded until failure. To
ensure proper load transmission and avoid slipping during the test, the column’s top and bottom ends were fixed in rigid steel caps.
As the compressive machine site was located nearby the blast site, the columns were cautiously handled to avoid any additional damage. However, this move induced the removal of
service axial load on the concerned columns. Their stress state at the starting of compressive
tests was thus released and not identically recovered at the beginning of compression, as the
top end supporting conditions differed from blast to compressive setups. The effect on final
residual capacity is provisionally supposed to be low, but will be further quantified by numerical investigations.
The compressive machine was driven with a displacement mode, at a rate of 0.24 mm/mn.
Three linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) recorded the vertical end-to-end displacements of the column. The averaged displacement served as reference.
2.2 Experimental results
Experimental blast conditions and main results are reported in Table 1, where dynamic and
permanent deflections are measured at mid-height of the column (detailed results in [23]).
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Table 1: Experimental blast conditions and main results
Standoff
Axial load distance Damage
Specimen (kN)
(cm)
range

Dynamic
deflection
(mm)

Permanent
deflection
(mm)

Residual
capacity
(kN)

C4
C5
C18
C17
C12
C20
C19

5.5
8.8
10.5
10.0
no measure
no measure
53

0.5
1.6
5.4
2.6
no measure
57
34

313
297
164
239
170
8
11

60.
62.
63.
-

18
18
15
15
13
10
10

very slight
slight
moderate
moderate
heavy
severe
severe

2.2.1 Blast induced damage patterns
Figure 2a presents post-blast side-views for different standoff distances for columns without
(on left) or with service axial loads (on right).
As can be observed, columns located at 18 cm from the charge suffered only minor damage, characterized by horizontal and diagonal cracks. The density of cracks is noticeably
lower for the axially-loaded column C4 than for the non-loaded column C5. At 15 cm standoff distance, local effects are also observed, with concrete spallation on rear face and little
concrete cratering on front face. These effects are more extended for the axially-loaded column C18 than the non-loaded C17. Column C12 located at 13 cm standoff distance presents
wider spalling and cratering areas, as well as covering concrete exfoliation on side faces.
Finally, at closest distance of 10 cm, columns C19 and C20 are severely damaged next to the
charge, with ejection of a large part of initial concrete volume and large lateral deformations
of longitudinal reinforcement bars.
These observations demonstrate that with decreasing standoff distance, the column is gradually translating from a global bending response mode to a local response mode associated to
severe damaging of materials next to the charge location.
2.2.2 Dynamic displacements under blast
Mid-span displacements histories of non-loaded and axially loaded columns are compared on
Fig. 2b for standoff distances of 18 cm (graph on left) and 15 cm (graph on right). Signals are
characterized by a maximal dynamic deflection, followed by damped oscillations around the
final residual deflection value. The non-zero initial deflection measured for axially loaded
columns just before blast is due to the elastic lateral deformation of the column under service
axial compressive load.
At a standoff distance of 18 cm, both dynamic and residual deflections are less important
for the axially loaded column C4 than for the non-loaded column C5. On the reverse, at a
standoff distance of 15 cm, the axially loaded column C18 suffered larger dynamic and residual deflections.
The results show that the service axial load increases the column’s blast resistance for
limited deflections, but reduces this resistance for larger deflections.
2.2.3 Residual load bearing capacity
Experimental compressive load versus vertical displacement curves are presented on Fig. 3a
for blast-damaged columns (graph on right) and two referring undamaged columns C10 and
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Figure 2: Experimental blast results (a) Side views of blast-damaged columns;
(b) Displacement time histories at mid-height.
C11 (graph on left). Loading-unloading cycles, performed at early stage of the test, can be
seen on some of these curves. Typical final failure patterns under compressive load are shown
on Fig. 3b for both undamaged and blast-damaged columns.
Loading curves obtained on undamaged columns are quite similar. Pre-peak reload slopes
after unloading cycles are the same, indicating that initial column’s strengths are comparable.
Maximal loads differ of only 3 kN, for an averaged value of 312.5 kN. Post-peak slopes are
slightly different. For both columns, a fine network of vertical cracks was observed as the
maximal load approached. Then, the cover concrete started to fall, before the four longitudinal rebars finally buckle in a relative symmetrical way.
Loading curves obtained on blast-damaged columns clearly show the gradual decrease of
both initial strengths and residual capacities with standoff distance reduction. Moreover,
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Figure 3: Experimental post-blast axial compression results (a) Axial load vs displacement
curves; (b) Typical failure patterns; (c) Residual capacity vs explosive standoff
distance
significant differences are observed between non- and axially loaded columns at the same
standoff distance. At 18 cm, the capacity of the axially loaded column C4 is just slightly
lower than the undamaged columns C10 and C11. At 15 cm, the loaded column C18 has a
significantly lower residual capacity than the unloaded column C18. Finally, at 10 cm, both
types of columns have almost no more residual capacity.
These results are perfectly correlated to both displacements variations during blast and
damage levels observed after the blast tests.
The evolution of post-blast residual bearing capacity of the columns with decreasing standoff distance is finally plotted on Fig. 3c. The column resistance is decreasing very rapidly. In
the present small-scaled experiments, the total loss of bearing capacity occurs for a reduction
in exposure distance of only 8 cm.
3 simulations
3.1 Numerical procedure
As it has already been described in details by the authors [21, 22], the adopted numerical
methodology is only briefly described in this paper.
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3D fluid dynamic calculations are first performed with our code OURANOS [26], in order
to get an accurate evaluation of the complex blast load applied to the structure by the close-in
explosive detonation. As demonstrated in [23], this load evaluation is preferable to the faster
but simpler evaluation performed with the analytical tool ConWep.
Then, the behavior of the column is evaluated with the ABAQUS-Explicit finite element
code in three successive steps :

•
••
•

in a first step, a compressive axial load is applied on columns to impose service load, in
a very gradual way in order to avoid dynamic effects due to the explicit scheme of the
analysis,
in a second step, the dynamic response of the column to the blast load is calculated, until
static equilibrium is recovered,
in a third step, a gradual compressive axial load is applied to the blast-damaged column up
to failure, in order to estimate its residual bearing capacity.

Concrete behavior is described by the PRM concrete model (Pontiroli, Rouquand &
Mazars [27, 28]), developed at CEA-Gramat for several decades and routinely used in
ABAQUS-Explicit to simulate the concrete response under a large range of dynamic loadings
[29]. This model includes two scalar damage variables, determining the loss of stiffness
under respectively tensile and compressive loading. For intense loading, the coupling with
the plastic Krieg-Swenson-Taylor model [30] accounts for mechanisms occurring at high
pressure levels: pore compaction, shear plastic limit evolution and water content effects.
Steel behavior is described by the Johnson Cook dynamic failure model [31], which
includes an isotropic hardening mechanism with strain rate dependency and a damage mechanism. The model’s static parameters have been determined from uniaxial tensile tests
performed on reinforcement bars.
3.2 Numerical results and comparison to experience
3.2.1 Dynamic response under blast
Typical comparisons of post-blast experimental and numerical damage features are presented
on Fig. 4a, where numerical damage scaling refers to maximal positive extension in concrete
above 1%.
At a standoff distance of 10 cm, local damage obtained numerically is close to the severe
observed one, with concrete perforation and large lateral deformation of longitudinal bars. At
a standoff distance of 15cm, numerical damage features are also consistent with the observations : conic concentration next to the charge, eroding effects on side face, and main front
transversal cracks in upper part of the column.
Local concrete exfoliation is generally underestimated by the calculations. This result is
attributed to the supposed perfect bond between concrete and steel and/or the numerical erosion criterion intentionally limited, in order to keep a correct blast-loading on the structure.
Dynamic experimental and numerical displacements time histories are compared on
Fig. 4b for standoff distances of 18 cm and 15 cm. Good agreement is achieved on maximal deflections, but the correlation is less satisfying on post-peak damping processes and
residual deflections. The calculated damping is the accumulation of material internal friction, friction induced by the contact between the column and its supporting, and an
additional artificial damping. The last one, modelled as a viscous pressure, is necessary to
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Figure 4: Comparison of measured and calculated blast behavior (a) post-blast damage
patterns; (b) dynamic displacements at mid span
damp out dynamic effects and reach static equilibrium in an acceptable number of increments. One difficulty is to choose the appropriate time of application and value for this
viscosity, otherwise significant modifications may be introduced in the structural response.
3.2.2 Compression of undamaged and blast-damaged columns
Experimental and numerical axial loading curves up to failure are compared on Fig. 5 for
undamaged columns C13 and C16 (graph on left) and blast-damaged columns C5 and C17
(graph on right).
Experimental results on undamaged columns were obtained during the first experimental
program with a concrete compressive strength of 25 MPa. Initial strength after unloading
cycle, maximal strength, and post-peak slopes are similar for the two specimens.
Two calculations are presented: in the called “ideal” conditions, the axial load is perfectly
concentric and the concrete properties are uniform in the whole column, whereas in the called
“non-ideal” conditions a slight eccentricity in introduced to simulate geometrical imperfections of the column and small heterogeneities of concrete compressive strength are randomly
distributed in the column to simulate materials initial defects. The transition from “ideal” to
“non-ideal” conditions reduces the maximal strength and softens the post-peak response of
the column. “Non-ideal” calculation is better correlated to experience.
Results obtained on damaged columns were obtained with a concrete compressive strength
of 30 MPa. For both tested columns, the calculated residual bearing capacity is significantly
lower than measured. At the moment, this gap is attributed to the over-estimated calculated
post-blast residual eccentricities of the columns. However, further work is needed for a better
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured and calculated axial compression behavior (a) undamaged
columns C13 and C16 with 20 MPa concrete; (b) blast-damaged columns C5 and
C17 with 30 MPa concrete.
understanding and possible improvement in the restitution of post-blast column’s residual
deflections.
4 conclusion
In this work, experimental and numerical investigations are presented on the residual bearing
capacity of small-scaled RC columns subjected to close-in detonation at various standoff
distances.
Experimental results clearly show the effect of the column’s service axial load on both
dynamic response under blast and post-blast residual capacity: the column’s resistance is
enhanced for limited deflections, but reduced for larger deflections. It is also shown that the
column residual capacity decreases from nearly nominal to almost no more bearing in a very
short range of standoff distance. However, in the intermediate standoff range the column has
a significant residual capacity, which could be decisive in the overall post-blast resistance of
the whole building. As the tests are scaled, the full-scale transposition of post-blast capacities
should account for size effects affecting both local response under very short range blast load
and axial compressive resistance, where failure is initiated within the concrete.
Numerical calculations require preliminary 3D fluid dynamic calculations for an accurate
evaluation of blast load applied on the structure. Subsequent finite element simulations of the
column’s response, using the PRM concrete model developed at CEA-Gramat, demonstrate
the capacity of the adopted multi-stages procedure. The different damage mechanisms under
blast are reproduced : from predominant global flexion at larger standoff distances to local
material damage at shortest standoff distances. The restitution of dynamic displacements
under blast is particularly satisfying maximal deflections. Discrepancies on residual deflections are noted and attributed to the high sensitivity of post-peak structural damping process
to numerical parameters. A good correlation is also obtained on loading curves of undamaged
columns under axial compressive load up to failure. First simulations performed on blastdamaged columns led to a significant under-estimation of experimental residual capacities,
attributed for the moment to the overestimation of final post-blast eccentricities.
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